ABSTRACT
Regulation of gene expression is one of the most intriguing aspects of Leishmania biology. This review deals with current knowledge concerning gene organization and regulation of gene expression in this protozoan parasite, which cause serious illness and death in humans living in tropical and subtropical regions. Post-transcriptional regulation is especially important for Leishmania, and other trypanosomatids, due to the unusual features related to transcription and mRNA maturation. In these organisms, genes are organized into polycistronic transcription units, whereby many genes are cotranscribed by RNA polymerase II from not well characterized, upstream promoters. These organisms represent an extreme in which the expression of their genome is almost exclusively controlled post-transcriptionally. Because the regulatory needs of these parasites are considerable as they undergo complex developmental transitions, post-transcriptional mechanisms that involve RNA and protein regulatory processes are of paramount importance for these protozoa. This review summarizes recent results on the posttranscriptional mechanisms in Leishmania that regulate protein abundance through influencing RNA splicing, nuclear-cytoplasmic mRNA stability, translation, or posttranslational events such as protein stability and modification.
INTRODUCTION
Leishmania are protozoan parasites, aetiological agents of a spectrum of clinical diseases, known as leishmaniases, ranging from disfiguring skin lesions to lifethreatening visceral infection. The parasite has a worldwide distribution and the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 350 million people are at risk of infection. Two million new cases (1.5 million for cutaneous forms and 500 000 for visceral leishmaniasis) are considered to occur annually, with an estimated 12 million people presently infected worldwide. Over the last 10 years, endemic regions have been spreading further and there has been a sharp increase in the number of recorded cases of the disease (1) .
Leishmania are transmitted between vertebrate hosts by phlebotomine sand flies of the genera Phlebotomus (Old World) and Lutzomyia (New World). In the sand fly, and in culture medium, the parasite multiplies as extracellular forms named promastigotes (Figure 1 ). In the sand fly midgut, Leishmania promastigotes undergo a process of programmed differentiation from a relatively moninfective stage to a highly infective metacyclic stage (2) . Once inoculated, the metacyclics are phagocytosed by macrophages, in which they transform into non-motile, intracellular, replicative amastigotes and become resident ). In the midgut of their vector, or in culture medium (A), they multiply as procyclic promastigote forms with an anterior flagellum. Prior to transmission to the vertebrate, they differentiate into non-replicative, infective metacyclic forms (B), which are adapted for survival in the mammalian hosts. Once inoculated, the metacyclics are phagocytosed by macrophages (M-phi), in which they transform into non-motile, intracellular, replicative amastigotes and become resident within one or more specialized parasitophorous vacuoles (C). Amastigotes divide by binary fission within macrophage phagolysosomes and eventually burst free from infected macrophages, spreading the disease within the mammalian host (D). When a sand fly bites an infected host, Leishmania amastigotes residing macrophages are taken up in the blood meal (D); the cycle is completed when the ingested amastigotes differentiate into the replicating procyclic promastigote stage.
within one or more specialized parasitophorous vacuoles. This new step of differentiation is a prerequisite for the intracellular survival of the parasite. The molecular basis of this transformation remains poorly understood although it is well established that several environmental factors such as pH and temperature trigger this cytodifferentiation process (3) . Thus, one area of special interest is to address how the expression of genes is tightly regulated, allowing Leishmania to adapt rapidly to sudden environmental changes. However, despite the identification of several stage-specific genes in Leishmania, the molecular mechanisms governing developmental gene regulation remain not well understood.
The genus Leishmania belongs to the family of trypanosomatids, which also include, among others, Trypanosoma brucei and Trypanosoma cruzi, causative agents of other important infectious diseases for humans (sleeping sickness and Chagas disease, respectively). In addition, these pathogens occupy a deep-branched position on the evolutionary tree of eukaryotes (4) . This divergence is reflected in the fact that trypanosomatids exhibit a number of highly original molecular and cellular biological processes, such as RNA editing of mitochondrial transcripts, systematic trans-splicing (consisting in the addition of a 39 nucleotide-spliced leader RNA at the 5' end of all mRNAs), and the near absence of promoters for RNA polymerase II, which implies an absence of regulation of gene expression at the transcriptional level. One of the most extraordinary features revealed by sequencing of their genomes is the gene organization: genes are arranged into large collinear clusters present on a single strand and comparable to prokaryotic polycistronic units, except that the genes present have no common or akin function (5-7). These large directional gene clusters are separated by short sequences of a few kilobases termed coding strand switches or strand-switch regions, where the transcription initiates (8) . Hence, the gene clusters are transcribed into polycistronic RNA precursors that are further processed into individual mRNAs by trans-splicing and polyadenylation (9) . In this situation, there is no place for regulation at the transcriptional level and, in pursuing differential expression of individual genes, trypanosomatids have potentiated alternative mechanisms of gene expression, such as differential processing of polycistronic transcripts, regulation of mRNA stability and translation, post-translational modification of proteins, and regulation of protein half-life.
Regulation of gene expression in trypanosomatid parasites has been addressed in excellent reviews (10) (11) (12) . Although trypanosomatids have similar gene organization and share global mechanisms of gene expression, peculiarities exist in the different groups of trypanosomes. This review is centred mostly on the current knowledge and salient features of regulation of gene expression in Leishmania. A comprehensive review linking aspects of genomic organization and gene regulation in Leishmania was published more than ten years ago (13) , and it was time to bring it up to date. In part, this gap was filled with the publication of a book chapter on regulation of gene expression in Leishmania (14) ; hence, in preparing this review, two purposes were pursued: to give a complementary view to previous reviews and including recent achievements in this fast evolving field.
CHROMOSOMAL ORGANIZATION AND GENE TRANSCRIPTION
Genome projects in various Leishmania species (5, 15) have revealed extraordinary features regarding gene organization in these parasites. Ten to hundreds of proteincoding genes are organized into large collinear clusters present on a single strand and comparable to prokaryotic polycistronic units, except that the arranged genes generally do not code for functionally related proteins. These large directional gene clusters (DGCs) are separated by short sequences of a few kilobases termed strand-switch regions (SSRs), where the transcription senses converge or diverge. This gene organization is a consequence of the unconventional mode of transcription in Leishmania: transcription is polycistronic and gene-specific promoters are absent or very rare in their genome. RNA polymerase II (pol II) initiates transcription within the SSRs in a strandspecific manner and proceeds along the cluster, yielding then polycistronic transcripts (8, 16) . Hence, in contrast to most organisms, Leishmania (and other trypanosomatids) seem to have lost, or never acquired, the ability to regulate transcription initiation of individual genes (17) . Although post-transcriptional regulation seems the only regulatory way for trypanosomatids, it is becoming clear that, also for many organisms, post-transcriptional control represents a regulatory network of a complexity and importance likely greater than transcriptional control (18) .
In Leishmania and related trypanosomatids, most protein-encoding genes are transcribed in large polycistronic transcription units (PTUs) and then processed to monocistronic mRNAs by the mechanism of transsplicing and polyadenylation (see below). Thus, pol II transcription starts at SSRs between two transcriptionally divergent PTUs and ends at SSRs between two transcriptionally convergent PTUs. However, the mechanism by which transcription is initiated has to be elucidated, and the promoter sequences remain undefined. In L. major, a recent study on chromosomal localization of several DNA-binding proteins by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) has shown that acetylated H3 histones accumulate at the origins of polycistronic transcription. Hence, global regulation of transcription initiation might be achieved by modifying the acetylation state of H3 histones located at the SSRs (19) . Remarkably, immediately upstream of the acetyl-H3 peaks, accumulation of transcription factors like TBP (TATAbinding protein) and SNAP (Small Nuclear Activating Protein) were often observed (19) . In T. brucei, using also ChIP, it has been found that the beginning and end of PTUs are characterized by the presence of distinct histone variants. Thus, H2AZ and H2BV are enriched at probable pol II transcription start sites, whereas H3V and H4V are enriched at probable transcription termination sites (20) .
COPY NUMBER OF GENES AND REGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION
Evidence from gene knockouts, restriction-site polymorphisms, genetic recombination and karyotypic analyses points to a diploid genomic content in Leishmania (13) . Interchange of genetic material, even infrequent, was described in Leishmania; however, there is no evidence about the existence of sexual reproduction mechanisms which may explain a diploid genome (21). Therefore, another functional pressure must be responsible of maintaining a diploid content of genes. In some studies, it has been documented that gene deletion by targeted replacement of one allele results in dramatic effects on growth rate and fitness of the heterozygous mutants in comparison to the wild-type parasites. Thus, for example, deletion of one allele of the glyoxalase I gene in L. donovani promastigotes resulted in heterozygous mutants exhibiting reduced methylgyoxal detoxification (22) . Also, mutants with one inactivated-allelic copy of the gammaglutamylcysteine synthetase are more susceptible to oxidative stresses in vitro as promastigotes and show decreased survival inside activated macrophages (23) . Similarly, deletion of one allele of the L. infantum silent information regulatory 2 (LiSIR2) gene was sufficient to dramatically affect amastigote axenic proliferation, and, furthermore, LiSIR2 single knockout (LiSIR2(+/-)) amastigotes were unable to replicate in vitro inside macrophages (24) .These findings suggest that, at least for some genes, both alleles need to be transcriptionally active to achieve a steady-state level of transcripts adequate for normal cell growth.
Another remarkable aspect of Leishmania biology is the observation that, as consequence of exposure to stress conditions such as drug pressure or nutritional deprivation, the parasite can replicate large chromosomal regions in the form of extrachromosomal elements (25, 26, 27) . Interestingly, a recent study has shown that Leishmania may experience amplification of entire chromosomes, and even the loss of one chromosome, under drug pressure (28). This genomic plasticity seems to constitute an emergency solution for Leishmania survival, allowing a higher expression of particular proteins to cope with stressful conditions. Tandemly repeated, multi-copy gene loci are frequent in the Leishmania genome (13, 29) . Furthermore, it is likely that many repeated genes (and their copy number) are not correctly annotated in the Leishmania genome databases due to the difficulty in assembling tandemly repeated sequences after shot-gun sequencing. Highly expressed proteins as tubulins, heat shock proteins, proteases, glucose transporters and surface antigens, among others, are encoded by genes present in multiple copies. Therefore, tandemly repetition of genes may be envisioned as a direct mechanism to increase the transcript abundance of highly expressed proteins. The importance of the copy numbers has been demonstrated in studies analyzing molecular karyotypes and virulence of Leishmania strains (27) . For example, less pathogenic parasites present a lower number of rDNA genes (30) , a lower copy number of genes encoding the surface antigen PSA-2 (31), or fewer genes for surface protease GP63 than more virulent strains (32) .
A remarkable feature of Leishmania genome is the fact that a significant number of repeated genes consists of two tandemly arranged copies showing a remarkable conservation in the coding regions but significant divergence in the untranslated regions (UTRs). Examples of loci with such gene organization are those coding for acidic ribosomal proteins P2a, P2b and P0 (33, 34) , methionine adenosyltransferase (35), arginine-specific transporter LdAAP3 (36), cation transporting ATPase (37), and T-protein component of the glycine cleavage complex (38) . The presence of divergent 3'-UTRs, but conserved coding regions, is also observed in gene tandems composed of more than two copies (e.g., genes encoding surface protease GP63 (39), β-tubulin (40), HSP70 (41), HSP83 (42) , and histone H2A (43)). For many of these genes, the steady-state levels of both types of transcripts are different and often are differentially regulated during Leishmania development. An illustrative example can be found in the organization of genes coding for the most abundant surface protease (MSP or GP63) of Leishmania (see reference 44 for a review). Briefly, the MSP locus contains at least 18 tandemly arranged genes encoding MSP in L. chagasi, which fall into three classes (MSPL, MSPS and MSPC) according to their unique 3'-UTRs. The mRNAs encoded by these genes are differentially expressed along the growth curve. Thus, MSPL mRNAs are expressed predominantly in logarithmic phase of promastigote growth curve, MSPS mRNAs are exclusively expressed in stationary phase, and the single copy MSPC gene is constitutively expressed throughout both growth phases. Thus, events of gene duplication and divergence in the 3'-UTR regulatory sequences can be envisaged as an evolutionary strategy followed by Leishmania to ensure adequate expression of a relevant gene during the different stages of the parasite life cycle, when alternative mechanisms of post-transcriptional regulation associated with specific 3'-UTR cis-elements might be affecting differentially the expression of each "isogenic" transcript.
REGULATION OF mRNA PROCESSING
mRNA maturation in trypanosomatids is linked to the polycistronic transcription and differs from the process in most eukaryotes. Polycistronic mRNAs are dissected into monocistronic mRNAs by coupled reactions of transsplicing and polyadenylation (45). The process of transsplicing, consisting in the addition of a common 39-nucleotide sequence (known as spliced leader -SL-or miniexon) at the 5'-end of all mRNAs, serves additionally the purpose of providing the cap structure to mRNAs (46) . For a detailed description of the mechanism of transsplicing in trypanosomatids, see the comprehensive review by Liang and co-workers (9) . The mechanism of transsplicing shares several features with cis-splicing: for instance, the 3'-splice acceptor site consists of the invariant dinucleotide AG and an upstream polypyrimidine tract of variable length (47) . Like cis-splicing, trans-splicing occurs via two transesterification reactions, but instead of a lariat intermediate a Y structure is formed during the first step of the reaction (9) . A remarkable feature observed during the processing of polycistronic transcript is that polyadenylation and trans-splicing processes are coupled, i.e. the trans-splicing at the 5'-end of a gene precedes polyadenylation of its upstream neighbour (45). No specific sequences for polyadenylation have been identified in Leishmania and the selection of the site seems to be determined mainly by both the presence of a downstream polypyrimidine tract and the presence of an active spliceacceptor site located within the 200-500 nucleotides downstream (48). In this context, intergenic (or intercistronic) sequences, present in the polycistronic transcripts but absent from the mature mRNAs, may influence the rate and efficiency of maturation of the different mRNAs derived from the same transcriptional unit. Experimental evidence of a direct involvement of intercistronic sequences in gene expression has been obtained from the analysis of stage-regulated expression of L. mexicana CPB cysteine proteases (49). The CPB locus in L. mexicana is composed of 19 tandemly arranged genes, but they are expressed at variable levels in the different developmental stages. It has been demonstrated that the presence of a DNA element of 120 bp (termed the insertion sequence, InS), downstream of CPB1 and CPB2 genes, is responsible for the metacyclic-specific expression (and downregulation in the amastigote form) of these genes. Hence, it was proposed that the InS affects the maturation of CPB pre-mRNA in the amastigote stage (49).
During developmental differentiation of L. donovani, from promastigote to amastigote forms, different populations of medRNAs (SL precursors) are observed (50) . Thus, two transcripts of different sizes are detected in amastigotes, one of approx. 86-nucleotides (nt) and a second larger transcript of approx. 170-nt, whereas only the 86-nt transcript is observed in promastigotes. The 170-nt transcript bears 15 additional nt at its 3'end and is polyadenylated in contrast to the 86-nt RNA. The poly(A)+ medRNAs represent 12-16% of the total SL transcripts in amastigotes and are synthesized from one class of the miniexon genes (50) . It is likely that both types of medRNAs have different efficiencies in trans-splicing, even though the functional role played by the poly(A)+ medRNAs in amastigotes has not been addressed.
Once processed, mature mRNAs need to be exported to the cytoplasm in order to be translated. In Leishmania and related trypanosomatids, little information is available on the shuttling of mRNAs (and the composition of ribonucleoprotein complexes) through the nuclear pores into the cytoplasm, but regulation at this stage is clearly possible (10) . Once in the cytoplasm, the mRNA must associate with proteins required for Transcription is polycistronic, and monocistronic RNAs are resolved by coupled trans-splicing and polyadenylation processes, yielding mRNAs containing a miniexon at its 5'-end and a poly-A tail at its 3'-end. When processing is complete, the mRNA is released from the site of transcription and is exported from the nucleus through the nuclear pores. At that point, some mRNA-binding proteins are stripped from the transcript, while others are removed only after export and yet others remain attached before and after export. Once in the cytoplasm, the mRNA must associate with proteins required for cytoplasmic transport, translation, degradation and anchoring. Finally, upon protein expression, protein function will be modulated by different post-translational mechanisms (protein modifications, differential cell sorting and degradation).
cytoplasmic transport (to specific subcellular location), translation, storage or degradation (Figure 2 ).
REGULATION OF mRNA STABILITY THROUGH CIS-ACTING ELEMENTS
Mature transcripts contain regulatory motifs mostly located in the 5'-and 3'-UTRs that modulate transcript abundance by specific interactions with RNAbinding proteins (RBPs). Thus, specific interactions between RBPs and RNA motifs (cis-elements) are involved in the control of mRNA transport, stability, intracellular destination, and translation efficiency (51) .
Several studies in Leishmania have documented changes in message stability or degradation mediated by labile protein factors, which may be negative or positive regulators of mRNA stability. For example, the steady state level of a subset of GP63 mRNAs, expressed primarily in logarithmic phase promastigotes, increased 16.5-fold after incubation in cycloheximide. Thus, a highly labile negative regulatory protein, such as an RNase, might be specifically targeting log GP63 mRNAs for degradation (52) . In contrast, the temperature-dependent accumulation of the type-I class of HSP70 transcripts in L. infantum is prevented by cycloheximide treatment, indicating that ongoing protein synthesis is required for transcript stabilization and suggesting that a labile protein factor is acting as a positive regulator during heat shock (41) .
Leishmania transcripts possess UTRs longer than most of eukaryotes, being particularly true for the 3'-UTRs (13) . This noteworthy feature is likely related to the preponderance of posttrancriptional regulation in this organism, since mRNA stabilization/degradation is dependent on protein factors that recognize sequence and/or structural motif often found in the 3'-UTR of transcripts (53) . In Leishmania, a growing number of 3'-UTR elements have been reported to be implicated in controlling transcript stability. Thus, for example, the regulatory cis-element responsible for HSP70 mRNA accumulation during heat shock was mapped at the 3'-UTR (54) . Similarly, the stability and abundance of Leishmania HSP83 transcripts, which increase at mammalian temperatures, are directed by cis-elements located at the 3'-UTR (42) . The steady state levels of mRNAs for GP63/MSP and gp46/PSA (two abundant membraneanchored proteins on the surface of Leishmania promastigotes) experience a significant increase as promastigotes arise the stationary phase of growth, and the 3'-UTRs of these mRNAs are essential for this posttranscriptional regulation (55) . The mature transcript derived from A600-4 gene is eight-fold more abundant in L. mexicana amastigotes than promastigotes; it has been shown that the stage-specific expression is conferred by the 3'-UTR of the transcript (56).
The developmentally regulated gene family encoding the amastin surface proteins constitutes another interesting example illustrating the complexities of gene regulation in Leishmania. The majority of the members of this large gene family are specifically expressed in the intracellular amastigote stage of the parasite (57) . It was shown that regions within the 3'-UTR of the amastin transcripts are involved in their developmental regulation (58) . A remarkable finding was the identification of a 450-nt element that is highly conserved in the 3'-UTRs of the majority of the amastin transcripts (57) . This conserved element is also present in a large number of Leishmania mRNAs, some of them are known to be also developmentally regulated in the mammalian-living form of the parasite (59). Recently, it was found that this regulatory element is part of the SIDER1 subfamily (60) . SIDERs (short interspersed degenerated retroposons) are repetitive DNA elements derived from extinct retroposons. These elements, initially identified in the genome of L. major (60) , have been found quite uniformly dispersed throughout the genomes of other Leishmania species (61, 62) . Members of the other subfamily, SIDER2, are often located within the 3'-UTRs of genes and, for the experimentally analyzed cases, their presence is associated with decreased stability (and consequently lower steady state levels) of the LmSIDER2-containing transcripts (60) . Hence, it has been postulated that these extinct retroposons have been recycled in Leishmania to accomplish largescale modulation of post-transcriptional gene expression (11) . A role of mobile elements and non-coding repetitive sequences, as modular parts of complex regulatory elements ensuring the coordinated expression of various mRNA species, has also been suggested from studies in other organisms (63, 64) .
In most of the studies addressing the mapping of regulatory elements within the 3'-UTRs of differentially expressed genes, the results suggest that cis-elements must have complex structures, involving regions spanning several hundred nucleotides (42, 54, 55, 56) . However, a few fortunate groups have been able to map regulatory elements in shorter regions of the 3'-UTRs. Thus, Mishra and co-workers (65) identified a regulatory element contained within 10-nt of the 3'-UTR of L. mexicana PFR2C gene that is necessary for the down-regulation of paraflagellar rod (PFR) transcripts in the mammalian stage. This element, termed PRE (for PFR regulatory element), acts as a negative regulatory element by destabilizing the PFR2 mRNAs in amastigotes. The PFR protein is essential for flagellar motility in Leishmania promastigotes, but it is absent from the atrophied flagellum of amastigotes (66, 67) . A search in the L. major genome database has revealed the presence of PRE element in genes other than PFR one; remarkably, the corresponding transcripts display also a promastigote-enriched accumulation (68) . Another example is the octamer sequence (C/A)ATAGAA(G/A), which has been found by computational analysis in many S-phase expressed genes of L. major; its presence has been postulated to be involved in the mRNA accumulation observed during S-phase for some of the identified genes (69). This sequence element was previously identified at either the 5'-or 3'-UTRs of multiple cell-cycle regulated genes in Crithidia fasciculata (70) , and it was involved in the regulation of the cell cycle-dependent accumulation of these mRNAs. Recently, a protein, named LdCSBP, which specifically binds to the octamer RNA sequence, has been identified in L. donovani (71) . LdCSBP contains two Znfinger motifs, probably responsible for binding to RNA, and two ubiquitin interacting domains, which can explain the observed ubiquitination of the protein.
CONTROL OF mRNA TRANSLATION
Both the global control of protein synthesis and mRNA-specific translational regulation represent key mechanisms of gene modulation. Furthermore, translation is the final step in the flow of the genetic information, and regulation at this level allows for an immediate and rapid response to changes in physiological conditions (72, 73) . Upon export, not all mRNAs immediately enter the translationally active pool (Figure 2 ). Many are held instead in a translationally quiescent state awaiting either proper subcellular localization or some signal alerting that timing is now right to make protein. Translational control has been documented in a wide range of organisms and in many cellular processes, including the cellular response to stress and apoptosis, the regulation of cell growth and its coordination with cell division, and during differentiation and development (53, 72) . Translational regulation plays a critical role during development and is in general mediated by cis-acting signals in the 3'UTR of target mRNAs and trans-acting RNA binding proteins (74) .
The application of DNA microarray technologies to study gene expression by quantitation of mRNA levels has led to a somewhat surprising observation: only 0.2 to 5% of Leishmania genes are differentially expressed at the RNA level between the amastigote and promastigote life stages (75, 76, 77) . Furthermore, these microarray analyses support the hypothesis that most of Leishmania genome is constitutively expressed in both life stages. On the contrary, proteomic analyses have revealed that up to 18% of the Leishmania proteins are differentially expressed between promastigote and amastigote stages (78, 79, 80, 81) . In addition, stage-specific protein expression levels show a weak correlation with the corresponding mRNA levels (76, 80) . These findings suggest that, in general, regulation of gene expression in Leishmania by controlling mRNA levels may be less relevant than regulation at the level of protein expression mediated by translational control, protein stability and post-translational modifications. However, this does not exclude that for particular genes regulation at the level of mRNA stability may be playing a key role.
Another interesting finding to note is that some genes that are regulated at the mRNA stability level in a given Leishmania species do not seem to be similarly regulated in other species (82) .
For some genes in Leishmania, the regulation at the level of translation has been demonstrated as a particularly relevant mechanism. Thus, the regulation of expression of histone genes in Leishmania has been found to operate mainly at the translational level (83, 84) . Histones forming the nucleosomal core (H2A, H2B, H3 and H4) are extremely conserved proteins, reflecting their importance in the organization of DNA in the eukaryotic nucleus. Given this functional association between DNA and histones, it is not unexpected that histone synthesis is tighly linked to cellular DNA replication (85) . Most histone protein synthesis is restricted to the S-phase of the cell cycle, when they are required for assembly into nucleosomes with the newly replicated DNA. Expression of histone genes, in most eukaryotes, has multiple points of control, operating at both transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels (86) . However, the regulation of histone expression in Leishmania parasites relies on a mechanism operating at the translational level, since neither transcription rates of histone genes nor transcript stability are affected by the inhibition of DNA synthesis (83) . Nevertheless, the levels of histone synthesis increase when parasites enter the S-phase, and, along the cell cycle, drastic changes in the polysome profiles of histone mRNAs are observed. Thus, in the S-phase, histone mRNAs associate with ribosomes and poly-ribosomes, but in the G1-phase the histone transcripts are mainly found in ribosome-free fractions (84) , suggesting the existence of a translational silencing of histone mRNAs at the non-S phases. Recently, it has been demonstrated the essential role played by the 3'-UTR of histone H2A genes in the cell cycle regulated translation of histone mRNAs in Leishmania (87).
Translational regulation has also been shown to be relevant for the expression of heat shock genes in Leishmania, at least for HSP83 and HSP70 genes, being the 3'-UTRs of these genes essential for the translational control (88, 89, 90) . Leishmania promastigotes experience a drastic change in the environmental temperature when transmission to mammalian host occurs (Figure 1) , and the heat-shock response and subsequent temperature-induced gene expression are considered paramount in the differentiation process (3, 91, 92) . HSP70, the most evolutionarily conserved and ubiquitous heat shock protein, is encoded in different Leishmania species by six HSP70 genes arranged in a head-to-tail tandem (93) . All the genes are conserved at their 5'-UTRs and coding regions; only the HSP70 gene located at the 3'-end of the tandem shows a 3'-UTR completely divergent relative to the 3'-UTR shared by the other five genes (41) . For simplicity, genes 1 to 5 are known as HSP70 type I (HSP70-I) genes whereas the gene 6 is referred as HSP70-II gene (89) . The most abundant HSP70 mRNAs derive from HSP70-II gene, but only transcripts derived from HSP70-I genes accumulate after heat shock (41) . It was found that mRNAs derived from HSP70-I genes contain a cis-acting sequence which functions as a positive element that is responsible for the temperature-dependent accumulation of these transcripts (see above). However, when translational activity of HSP70 mRNAs was analyzed by polysomal distribution, it was somewhat surprising to observe that the abundant HSP70-II mRNAs are translationally silent at normal growth temperatures, whereas the heat-inducible HSP70-I transcripts are translated at both normal and heat shock temperatures (89) . Thus, HSP70-II mRNAs seem to be stored in a translational silent form during normal growth for the purpose of being rapidly translated when parasites encounter a stress situation and extra amount of HSP70s is required.
Preferential translation of Leishmania HSP83 mRNAs during heat shock has been documented by several authors and analyzed in detail by Shapira's group in a recent work (90) . In previous works, the 3'-UTR of HSP83 mRNAs was shown to be essential for this translational regulation in different Leishmania species (42, 88) . Recently, a polypyrimidine-rich region have mapped, by sequential deletions of the HSP83 3'-UTR, to be required, but not sufficient, for preferential translation of a reporter gene at mammalian-like temperatures. These authors propose that this regulatory sequence experiences structural changes at Leishmania-host temperatures, acting as a thermosensor and facilitating translation initiation of HSP83 mRNAs at elevated temperatures (90) .
Amastin is another Leishmania gene in which translational regulation has been demonstrated. As detailed above, amastins are surface proteins that are specifically expressed in the intracellular amastigote stage of the parasite (57) . McNicoll and co-workers (94) showed that a 450-nucleotide element of the 3'-UTR (also found in several other Leishmania mRNAs, see above) stimulates translation of amastin mRNAs in response to heat shock, which is the main environmental change that the parasite encounters upon its entry into the mammalian host. Further analysis depicted a second region of ~ 100-nt (also in the 3'-UTR) which also activates translation in response to elevated temperatures. Both 3'-UTR regulatory elements have an additive effect on amastin mRNA translation (94) . Since amastin mRNAs are expressed at very low levels in promastigotes, it has been suggested that regulation at the level of translation could provide a rapid and efficient way to ensure the production of the amastin surface proteins shorthly following the entry of the parasite into macrophages after Leishmania transmission to the mammalian host (94) .
LmxPK4, a mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase homologue, is present in the promastigote stage of L. mexicana and during in vitro differentiation from pro-to amastigotes but was not detectable in amastigotes despite the presence of mature mRNA in both life cycle stages. Thus, it represents another example for the regulation of gene expression at the translational level in trypanosomatids (95) . In summary, translational control is emerging as an important regulatory mechanism in Leishmania and surely soon it will be demonstrated that the expression of many genes is regulated at this level. On the other hand, most attempts to define cis-elements in Leishmania genes that are regulated at the translational level have led to the involvement of large regions in which different elements might exist and co-interacts (90, 94) . It is likely that these findings are related to a complexity of regulatory mechanisms that has not been uncovered yet in this protozoan parasite. For example, mRNA subcellular location is emerging as a major mechanism of gene regulation in eukaryotes, allowing cells to establish functionally distinct compartments and structures (96) . Remarkably, in these cases, the definition of the ciselements responsible for localizing mRNAs has also turned to be difficult, and often extensive regions and multiple interplaying elements in the transcripts have been involved (reviewed in references 97 and 98). The reason may be found in the fact that probably there are many trans-acting factors interpreting the mRNA signals, and their combinations change during the life of an mRNA and according to its subcellular destinations.
In summary, evidence is accumulating that mRNA-specific regulation of the translation and degradation rates may be essential for proper control of gene expression in Leishmania. Such post-transcriptional control would be commonly mediated by proteins that bind in a sequence-specific fashion to regulatory elements located in the 3'-UTRs of mRNAs (see next section). However, the mechanisms by which these proteins either promote or inhibit translation and/or degradation of the bound mRNAs are poorly understood in general and for Leishmania in particular, being a clear challenge for the future.
TRANS-ACTING FACTORS AND THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN SPECIFIC REGULATORY MECHANISMS OF GENE EXPRESSION

Posttranscriptional
processing, cellular localization, stabilization and degradation, and the specific translational rate of mRNAs are mediated by trans-acting factors that both specifically and dynamically recognize and bind RNAs (99) . Consistent with the predominance of post-transcriptional mechanisms of gene expression in Leishmania, and related trypanosomatids, a large number of putative RBPs are encoded in the genomes of these parasites (5, 100). However, even though the involvement of proteins in regulating stability and translation of particular mRNAs has been invoked (see above), few RNA-protein interactions have been documented in trypanosomatids, but none in Leishmania apart from the poly(A)-binding protein (101) . Given the existence of high sequence conservation between the trans-acting proteins identified in Trypanosoma (T. brucei and T. cruzi) and their homologues in Leishmania (100), it is plausible that these proteins are playing similar roles in both genera of parasites. Hence, a description of the experimentally verified regulatory RBPs in Trypanosoma and related organisms was considered relevant for the purpose of this review ( Table 1 ).
The first RBP with a specific regulatory function described in trypanosomatids was TcUBP-1 (102) . This protein, characterized in T. cruzi, was identified by its specific recognition of an AU-rich element located in the 3'-UTR of mucin SMUG mRNAs. Since TcUBP-1 is developmentally regulated, it has been suggested that the protein might be involved in regulating the expression of U-rich sequence containing mRNAs during trypanosome differentiation (102) . TcUBP-1 belongs to a RBP family composed of at least six members that share similar primary structures (103) . In a recent study, a systematic identification of mRNA targets for TcUBP-1 and TcRBP3 (another member of the TcUBP-1 family) has shown that each one of the proteins bind preferentially a distinct subset of mRNAs. Thus, TcUBP-1 is preferentially associated with mRNAs encoding proteins involved in metabolism, whereas ribosomal protein-encoding transcripts were the largest group within TcRBP3-interacting transcripts (104) . Remarkably, it has been described that during nutritional stress both TcUBP-1 and TcRBP3 re-localize in large cytoplasmic granules containing other RBPs and polyadenylated mRNAs (105) .
Another RBP, TbDRBD3, was initially identified because of its affinity for the 3'-UTR of mRNAs coding for the phosphoglycerate kinase B in T. brucei. Additional experiments showed that this protein interacts with a group of mRNAs encoding membrane proteins and intermediate metabolism enzymes (106) . All TbDRBD3-regulated mRNAs contain the UAUUUUUU element and these transcripts result protected from degradation after binding to TbDRBD3. There exists a homologue protein to TbDRBD3 in the L. major database (i.e., LmjF04.1170) and it should be interesting to address whether or not the Leishmania protein is involved in the regulation of an equivalent set of mRNAs.
Recently, it has been identified a protein (TbZFP3) that associates with the 3'-UTR of some procyclin mRNAs, which encode the major surface proteins of T. brucei parasites in the tsetse fly (107) . In a previous work, it was found that TbZFP3 interacts with the translational machinery, and that its association with polyribosomes is developmentally regulated (108) . Remarkably, although procyclin mRNAs are not present in Leishmania, a well conserved homologue to TbZFP3 gene is annotated in the Leishmania databases (Table 1) .
Most RBPs, in trypanosomes and other organisms, are not exclusive for an mRNA species, but they associate with subsets of mRNAs coding for functionally related proteins. TcUBP-1 and TcRBP3 are adequate examples (see above). These observations has led to coin the term of "posttranscriptional operons", which reflect the idea that multiple mRNAs are regulate in a coordinate manner by specific RBPs (51) . This is well exemplified by a family of RBPs, the PUF family in yeast, where the different members of the family associate to mRNAs encoding components of specific cellular processes. Thus, for example, PUF1 and PUF2 bind mRNAs coding for membrane-associated proteins, PUF3 binds to cytoplasmic mRNAs coding for mitochondrial proteins, PUF4 interacts with mRNAs encoding nucleolar ribosomal RNA-processing factors, and PUF5 is associated with mRNAs encoding chromatin modifiers and components of the spindle pole body (109).
The PUF proteins constitute an evolutionarily conserved protein family named after Pumilio (Drosophila) and FBF (Fem-3 mRNA-binding Factor, Caenorhabditis elegans). This class of RBPs regulates translation and RNA stability by binding to specific sequences in the 3'-UTR of target mRNAs (110, 111) . Trypanosomatids contain a relatively high number of proteins showing the characteristic structural motifs of PUF family. Thus, the PUF family in T. cruzi and T. brucei is composed of 10 members (112, 113) , whereas a recent duplication affecting PUF9 gene has increased the PUF family in Leishmania to 11 members (114) . Until now, few studies on the functional implications of PUF proteins in trypanosomatids have been published, but none in Leishmania. T. brucei PUF1 (TbPUF1) was identify as a cytoplasmic ESAG8-interacting protein (115) . Expression-site-associated genes (ESAGs) are co-transcribed with VSG (variant surface glycoproteins) genes from the same upstream promoter. Overexpression of TbPUF1 leads to accumulation of both ESAG8 mRNA and protein, suggesting that TbPUF1 might be regulating stability of ESAG8 mRNAs (115) . More recently, the purification of RNAs bound to the TAPtagged LbPUF1 in procyclic trypanosomes and their analysis using microarrays showed that LbPUF1 interacts with RNAs derived from retroposon elements (113) . A similar experimental approach was followed to identify RNA targets of the TbPUF1 ortholog in T. cruzi (named TcPUF6!), leading to the identification of a different set of RNA targets (116) . Remarkably, the abundance of these putative RNA targets decreased in TcPUF6-overexpressing parasites, suggesting that TcPUF6 enhances the degradation of its associated mRNAs. Interestingly, in line with this hypothesis, it was demonstrated an interaction betweenTcPUF6 and the decapping activator TcDhh1 (116) . TcDhh1 has been found in P body-like structures in T. cruzi (117) . More recently, Clayton and colleagues (118) have described that T. brucei PUF9 (TbPUF9) regulates mRNAs for proteins involved in replicative processes over the cell cycle. It has been suggested that LbPUF9-associated mRNAs may constitute a post-transcriptional regulon, encoding proteins involved in replicative processes occurring at early G2 phase (118) .
Another interesting group of RNA binding proteins are the polypyrimidine tract binding proteins (PTBs), also known as hnRNPI, which act at multiple steps during mRNA biogenesis (119) . Two T. brucei RNA binding proteins named PTB1 and PTB2, because of their resemblance to mammalian PTBs, have been identified and characterized (120). It was found that PTB1 and PTB2 are essential for trans-splicing of transcripts carrying C rich polypyrimidine tracts. In addition, as occurs with PTB in mammals, PTB1 and PTB2 regulate mRNA stability, affecting each one the stability of distinct sets of mRNAs. Recently, it was suggested that DRBD4 (=PTB2) in T. cruzi functions in masking trans-splicing/polyadenylation signals, leading to the production of dicistronic mRNAs, since DRBD4 was found to bind dicistronic mRNAs present in the cytoplasm (121) . Thus, it has been proposed by Frasch and co-workers that splice-site skipping might be another posttranscriptional mechanism in trypanosomes to regulate gene expression through which precursor RNAs can be stored in a "translational latency state" for further processing into a mature transcript when required for the parasite (121).
REGULATION AT THE POST-TRANSLATIONAL LEVEL
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) of proteins have a relevant contribution to the control of gene expression. Thus, PTMs have a direct effect on stability and turnover, subcellular localization, and activity of proteins. Phosphorylation, methylation, acetylation, glycosylation, N-terminal pyroglutamylaton, deamidation, and tryptophan oxidation are PTMs described to occur in Leishmania and related trypanosomatids (122). Proteomic studies based on the separation of Leishmania proteins by two-dimensional (2-D) gel electrophoresis have shown that many proteins are present in multiple spots, suggesting that PTMs are frequent and extensive in this organism (80, 81) . A high-throughput analysis of PTMs in both axenic promastigotes and amastigotes of L. donovani has been carried by the Zilberstein's group (123) . A total of 16 phosphorylated, 20 methylated, 26 acetylated, and 13 glycosylated distinct proteins were detected. In addition, it was found that the relative abundance of these PTMs varies during promastigote to amastigote differentiation. In a recent report, Morales and co-workers (124) have shown that protein chaperones, including isoforms of HSP83/90 and various HSP70 family members, are more phosphorylated in amastigotes than in promastigotes. Furthermore, they demonstrated that phosphorylation of STI1 (a cochaperone for HSP90 and HSP70) at two specific serine residues is essential for parasite viability (124) .
The expression and biosynthesis of the major surface metalloprotease, GP63, in Leishmania have been shown to be regulated also at the post-translational level, and it serves to illustrate the complexity of posttranscriptional mechanisms. GP63 is synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum and transported to the plasma membrane (125) . During trafficking, a signal peptide and a pro-peptide at the N-terminus are cleaved (126), a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor is attached near the C-terminus (127), and N-glycosylation can occur at several sites (127). Although an important fraction of GP63 becomes surface localized, the protein is also released into the extracellular medium (128). Additionally, 2-D gel electrophoresis and immunoblots have shown the existence of more than 10 GP63 isoforms in stationary phase promastigotes of L. chagasi, distributed between pIs of 5.2-6.1 and masses of 58-63 kDa, even though some of the isoforms are the products of different genes (129) . Interestingly, the GP63 isoforms are differentially expressed in different promastigote growth phases, and attenuation of parasites by long-term in vitro cultivation influences GP63 isoform expression (130) . Taking into account these findings, it has been suggested that the expression of GP63 as a functional protease might be regulated and modulated by different PTM pathways.
The importance of post-translational regulation of protein abundance in Leishmania has also been underlined by studies on the cell cycle-dependent expression of L. major Kin-13 kinesin (LmjKIN13-1) (131). Kinesins are found in all eukaryotes and are involved in many cellular processes by their ability to modulate interactions with microtubules. LmjKIN13-1 remains strictly localized in the nucleus and its expression is cell cycle-regulated (131) . The protein is expressed before the onset of mitosis (G2+M phase) and it disappears after the end of telophase and cytokinesis. Current experimental evidence suggests a role for the ubiquitin/proteasome pathway in the cell cycle regulation of this protein (131) .
The growth phase regulation of the main folate transporter of L. infantum is another example of the importance of post-translational regulation in this organism (132) . Leishmania parasites are auxotroph for folate and need to import this essential substrate from the external medium. For this purpose, the parasites possess specific transporters involved in folate uptake, being FT1 the main folate transporter. Remarkably, FT1 is found at the plasma membrane in the logarithmic growth phase of the parasite, but the protein is retargeted intracellularly when the parasite reaches the stationary growth phase (132) . This redistribution from the plasma membrane to an intracellular compartment seems to be accompanied by a specific degradation of the FT1 protein. Similarly, expression of the purine nucleobase transporter NT3 is profoundly downregulated at the protein but not the mRNA level in stationary phase compared with logarithmic phase promastigotes in L. major (133) . Leishmania parasites are not able to synthesize purines de novo and need to uptake preformed purines from their hosts (134) . The NT3 transporter, that is a high affinity transporter for purine nucleobases, also mediates the uptake of the antileishmanial drug allopurinol (133) .
In summary, several studies are revealing that PTMs may be highly widespread in the Leishmania proteome and of paramount importance to stage differentiation and other aspects of the parasite biology.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
Post-transcriptional regulation of mRNAs is increasingly recognized as a central pathway controlling gene expression in eukaryotes, being particularly important in Leishmania and other trypanosomatids, where little or no evidence for regulation of transcription initiation exits. Thus, these organisms represent outstanding examples of the importance of mRNA metabolism in the regulation of gene expression. Considerable progress has been made in understanding gene organization and expression in Leishmania. In particular, the determination of genome sequence for several Leishmania species has being invaluable for the knowledge of many relevant aspects of the molecular biology of these parasites. It has been demonstrated that regulation of gene expression operate mainly by post-transcriptional mechanisms and that the regulation of many differentially expressed genes is directed by their 3'-UTRs.
Global proteomics and transcriptomic studies in different Leishmania species have demonstrated a low degree of differential mRNA expression but a higher degree of regulation at the translational and posttranslarional levels. In addition, PTMs of proteins are likely to play a key role in the regulation of metabolism and development of this microorganism, and future in-depth analyses are required.
Bioinformatics surveys on genome databases have shown that the number of RBPs encoded in the Leishmania genome is large. Now, it is necessary to identify the transcripts that interact with each specific protein, and understand how RBPs are assembled in regulatory pathways. Although RBPs have not been functionally characterized in Leishmania to date, fortunately the number of RBPs studied in other related trypanosomatids (T. brucei and T. cruzi) is growing (Table  1) .
A major conclusion emerging from all these studies on gene expression in Leishmania, and when comparing with gene regulation in other organisms, is that no universal control mechanism exists. Rather, each organism seems to pick from a palette of potential regulatory mechanisms (storage of masked mRNAs, transcriptional control, translational control, mRNA stabilities, etc.) its own blend of solutions to the same basic problem: to supply adequately the specific, temporal demand of its growing and differentiating cells for proteins (135) . How such multiple regulatory mechanisms are effectuated and coordinated in molecular terms is our challenge for the future.
The unique features of the molecular biology and a better understanding of the way gene expression is regulated in Leishmania offer avenues for exploring new therapeutic and preventive strategies to control leishmaniasis, a disease that continues affecting millions of people worldwide.
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